Neela K. Wickremesinghe, the Robert A. and Elizabeth Rohn Jeffe Director of Restoration and Preservation, joined the Green-Wood team during fall 2016. Wickremesinghe holds a BA in Architecture and Urbanism from Smith College and a MS in Historic Preservation from Columbia University's Graduate School of Architecture, Planning, and Preservation.
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Himalayan Pine crushes contemporary bronze sculpture

Fallen obelisk, headstones, and vase reset after 2 years out of place

Split Beech tree hits pink granite obelisk

Large granite statue dislodged after wind storm

Fallen branch topples obelisk

Joseph Charap is Green-Wood’s Director of Horticulture and Curator. At Green-Wood since 2015, Charap is responsible for curating the arboretum’s living collections, leading its horticulture operations, and developing research and collaborative initiatives related to its collection. He graduated from the New York Botanical Garden School of Professional Horticulture and holds a Master's degree in English literature from Brooklyn College.